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Figure 8: The Basis of Knowledge

Figure 9: The Use of Illusion

Figure 7: The Five Elements 
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A nalysis
Although Sun Tzu named his fi rst chapter in Chinese, which 
translates to “plan" or “planning" in English, his meaning is much 
closer to what we would call competitive analysis. 

In the chapter's fi rst section, Sun Tzu describes the major 
components that make up competitive systems, but throughout the 
book, the interrelationships between components are as important 
as the components themselves. The base diagram, the Five-Element 
Star (Figure 7(Figure 7( ) shows the basic relationships among the fi ve factors Figure 7) shows the basic relationships among the fi ve factors Figure 7
used in bing-fa for analyzing competitive systems. 

In the Star, the core is Star, the core is Star tao, the philosophy that unites a competi-
tive unit and focuses it on its position. The four arms of the Star are 
the other major components introduced in this chapter: the leader 
(jiang(jiang( ), the climate (jiang), the climate (jiang tian), the climate (tian), the climate ( ), the methods (fa), the methods (fa), the methods ( ), and the ground (di), and the ground (di), and the ground ( ). di). di

The next major topic of this chapter is knowledge (zhiThe next major topic of this chapter is knowledge (zhiThe next major topic of this chapter is knowledge ( ). Knowl-zhi). Knowl-zhi
edge (Figure 8edge (Figure 8edge ( ) comes from the ground or situation (Figure 8) comes from the ground or situation (Figure 8 di) comes from the ground or situation (di) comes from the ground or situation ( ) and passes di) and passes di
to the leader (jiangto the leader (jiangto the leader ( ). Knowledge is supported by comparison (jiang). Knowledge is supported by comparison (jiang xiao). Knowledge is supported by comparison (xiao). Knowledge is supported by comparison ( ) 
and listening (tingand listening (tingand listening ( ). ting). ting

The chapter's fi nal major topic (Figure 9The chapter's fi nal major topic (Figure 9The chapter's fi nal major topic ( ) is deception or illu-
sion (guision (guision ( ), which means creating a false appearance. Appearance is gui), which means creating a false appearance. Appearance is gui
the realm of vision (jianthe realm of vision (jianthe realm of vision ( ), which is the basis of action or movement 
(hang(hang( ). By providing false vision, that is, an illusion, we can manipu-hang). By providing false vision, that is, an illusion, we can manipu-hang
late our opponents. 
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A n a l y s i s  

Sun Tzu said:

This is war. 1
It is the most important skill in the nation.

It is the basis of life and death.
It is the philosophy of survival or destruction.

You must know it well. 

6Your skill comes from fi ve factors. 
Study these factors when you plan war.

You must insist on knowing your situation.
1. Discuss philosophy.
2. Discuss the climate. 
3. Discuss the ground.
4. Discuss leadership.
5. Discuss military methods.

14It starts with your military philosophy.
Command your people in a way that gives them a higher 

shared purpose.
You can lead them to death. 

You can lead them to life.
They must never fear danger or dishonesty.
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C o m p e t i t i v e  S y s t e m s

1 The topic is war, but more broadly it is how competitive 
systems work. In many ways, Sun Tzu’s work anticipated Darwin 
in seeing that competition is a matter of survival, and that survival 
depends upon having specifi c skills, but for human competition 
Sun Tzu teaches that these skills can be learned. 

Like Darwin, Sun Tzu also taught that success in war depends on 
our relationship with the larger environment. He defi nes that posi-
tion by fi ve concepts. The Chinese terms for these are: 

1. Tao : literally “way," meaning underlying motivation or direction

2. Tian : literally “heaven," meaning the trends in time

3. Di : the “ground" on which we compete 

4. Jiang : the “general," but meaning the leader or decision-maker

5. Fa : our “methods," which include our procedures and systems 

The most important component in this model is the Chinese 
concept of tao, which means “way” or “philosophy." In business, 
we might call this our corporate mission. Our philosophy must 
be people-centered, serving the real needs of individuals. It must 
attract supporters, employees, customers, and other allies. It must 
hold the organization together as the source of focus and unity. 
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19Next, you have the climate.
It can be sunny or overcast.

It can be hot or cold. 
It includes the timing of the seasons. 

23Next is the terrain.
It can be distant or near.
It can be diffi cult or easy.
It can be open or narrow.

It also determines your life or death. 

28Next is the commander.
He must be smart, trustworthy, caring, brave, and strict. 

30Finally, you have your military methods.
They include the shape of your organization.

This comes from your management philosophy.
You must master their use. 

34All fi ve of these factors are critical.34All fi ve of these factors are critical.34

As a commander, you must pay attention to them. 
Understanding them brings victory. 

Ignoring them means defeat. 
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Though translated as “climate,” the original Chinese character is 
tian, which means “sky" or “heaven.” This is the part of the environ-
ment that is beyond our control and changes constantly with time. 
Like the seasons, we can look for patterns of change.

The terrain or ground, di in Chinese, is both where we fi ght and 
what we fi ght over. However, di also means condition and situa-
tion—that is, how we are placed or situated. The ground is literally 
the source of life and all income. Its characteristics both as physical 
ground and as types of situations are a major topic of bing-fa. 

The leader (or jiang, for “general") creates and defi nes the competi-
tive unit by his character and decision-making skills. 

Our systems, organizations, processes, and procedures are all part 
of our methods, or the Chinese concept of faof our methods, or the Chinese concept of faof our methods, or the Chinese concept of . Methods must be effi -
cient and effective, but they must also be consistent with our central 
organizing purpose or tao. 

These fi ve key elements are extensively discussed and defi ned in the 
course of the book. Each chapter focuses on one or more of these 
elements. Sun Tzu taught that our success is determined by how 
well we master these elements.
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